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VIPER LT JACKET 

Art. No. 084570 

CE certified according to EN 17092-3:2020 

 

All-Season Jacket Made of 2-Layer Laminate: 

Ultralight, Comfortable and Waterproof 

 

 

 

fit 

Modeka touring-fit: 2in1 

 

range of use 

10-25°C, on- and off-road 

 

protection 

uppers 

- 750D soft Tactel (100% polyamide)  

- doubled material on crash zones 

- Cordura® seams 

 

protectors 

- shoulder and elbow: SAS-TEC protectors CE-certified according to EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2) 

elbow protectors are adjustable in height  

- SAS-TEC back protector CE-certified according to EN 1621-1:2014 (level 2) 

- upgradable: breast protector SAS-TEC SC-1/CP-2 

 

weather 

- upper material is waterproof thanks to 2-layer laminate: firm connection of the Tactel upper 

with the HUMAX® membrane  

- 100% water-, windproof and breathable 

- in case of rain the upper material does not absorb. The rain is drizzling off. The jacket 

remains as light as when dry. 

 

- removable quilted jacket with stretch inserts, can be worn separately  

- front windshield collar 

 

adjustability 

- width adjustable at lower sleeves and at waist via tensioning straps (no velcro, no buttons) 

- hip can be enlarged with a zip opening 

- hip can be reduced with a velcro strap 

- fluently adjustable flex-snap collar closure system 

- new, innovative wrist finish without zip: solid stretch band with velcro (gloves can be worn 

inside and out) 

 

visibility 

- generously used retroreflective 3MTM ScotchliteTM material in form of graphic elements and 

modeka logo 

 

 

 

other features 
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- standardized jacket-to-pant double zipper integration system: long and short zipper on outer 

jacket and on membrane jacket (Dulon, size 8) 

- big, sturdy YKK front- zipper (size 8) 

 

comfort 

material 

soft laminate: Based on positive experience in recent years, the soft polyamide material Tactel has 

become an important part of the Modeka Adventure line. So the decision for the first laminate clothing 

from Modeka was naturally made in favour of Tactel. For this reason, the Viper LT suit is significantly 

softer and more comfortable to wear compared to the usual rigid hard laminate fabrics. 

 

ventilation: 

Modeka Air Flow System front to back 

- Air Vent Zippers: 6 (2 in front, 2 in back, 2 in sleeves) 

- fold-away collar for more ventilation 

 

pockets:  

All inside pockets are waterproof when worn inside the laminate jacket! 

 

outside pockets: 

- 2 waterproof patch front pockets with flap, velcro and press stud 

- 1 large waterproof pocket on lower back with flap, velcro and press stud 

 

inside pockets: 

- 1 waterproof breast pocket in the upper jacket 

- 2 inside pockets in the mesh lining of the upper jacket 

- 1 zipper pocket in the separately wearable thermal jacket 

 

stretch 

- stretch panel above elbow 

- rear stretch panel joining the armhole 

 

other features 

- soft collar finish out of neoprene 

- big neoprene panel under chin  

- soft wrist finish out of neoprene 

- 3D Mesh over back protector pocket for optimal comfort  

material 

uppers: 100% polyamide 

lining: 100% polyester 

Humax® membrane: 100% polyurethane laminated 

thermal vest: 100% polyester 

 

colors (2) 

#147 light grey/dark  

#393 grey/black  

#10   black 

 

 

sizes 

S- 6XL 
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from  5XL 10% additional surcharge 

 

measurements of size L 

front length  59,0 CM 

back length  73,5 CM 

 

perfect with:  Viper Pant, 088210 
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